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Aberratio Naturae?

AB S T R A C T

The aim of this paper is to examine the critically unacknowledged aspect 
of the canonical Tristram Shandy by Laurence Sterne: the authorial de-
lineation and narrative management of the character of Mrs Shandy, who 
 !"#$! %&'(")*&!&'+&" '"(,&"-#+./*01'2"&3&'"(,01/,"(,&") 30(#%")&*!0'#%"
events for the narrator of this spoof-autobiography are his conception 
and birth. The novel, otherwise thoroughly structurally and thematically 
experimental, seems to be fossilized in the ancient and Christian philos-
0),&*!4"#!!15)( 0'!"#-01("(,&"),6! +#%" '+05)%&(&'&!!"07"(,&"89&#.&*"
3&!!&%:"#'2"(,&"5#% /'" ';1&'+&"07",&*"2 !(1*- '/"),6! 0%0/6<"9, +,"70*"
+&'(1* &!"7&2" '(0"(,&"0'(0%0/ +#%"+0'+&)("07"#$905#'"#!"=#(1*&4!"#--
&**#( 0'<"#-&**#( 0"'#(1*#&>"?*!"@,#'264!"51(&'&!!<"#$!(* . '/"+0'(*#!("
(0",&*",1!-#'24!"3&*-0! (6<",&*"#-!&'+&"#'2"&A+%1! 0'"7*05"(,&"#77# *!"
07" (,&"5#%&"205 '#(&2",01!&,0%2" !&&5"(0" *1'"+01'(&*" (0" (,&"'03&%4!"
progressive form and linguistic audacity, the sociological shifts slowly 
taking root and medical discoveries made before and during this age of 
paradoxes.

AB S T R A C T

Tristram Shandy" !"#$+,#%%&'/ '/"*&#2>"B'"&A#5)%&"07"8)0!(502&*' !5"-&-
fore there was modernism to be post of,”C"#'2"#$+#'0' +#%"90*."07"'0'!&'-
sicality, it abounds in experimental everything: conversational narration, 

C" B" % '&" 7*05" D%5" #2#)(#( 0'" 07" Tristram Shandy. Michael Winterbottom, dir.  

A$ !"#$%&'$()**$+,!-.>"EF<"GHHI>
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nonexistent plot, authorial distancing, unaffected presentation of human 
idiosyncrasy, spontaneous rapidity of plot progression, its digressive retar-
2#( 0'"#'2"*&%#A&2"5&#'2&* '/>"B7(&*"J&70&"#'2"K +,#*2!0'" (" !"#$/*#( 76-
 '/"*&#2>"@(&*'&4!"% /,('&!!"#'2"#))#*&'("'0'!&'! +#% (6"L1 +.&'"0'&4!" 5-
#/ '#( 3&"!(&)"#7(&*", !")*&2&+&!!0*!4")1* (#'"'#**#( 3&!<"9 (,"(,& *"#'+,0*"
 '"(,&"1'L1&!( 0'#-%&"(*1(,"07"(,&"@+* )(1*&!"#'2"(,& *";#((&'&2"50*#% (6>"
Pioneering as their novels were, their moralistic precepts and didactic nerve 
tied their fantasy tight. And even though Richardson may be considered 
(,&"D*!("'03&% !(" (0"!1++&!!71%%6"2*#9"70*(," (,&")0(&'( #%"07" (,&"1'!&&'<"
in comparison with Sterne both Pamela and Clarissa" ,#3&" #$ !1770+#( '/"
moralistic aura, which, among other things, forbids formal and thematic 
&A)&* 5&'(#( 0'>"M3&'"K +,#*2!0'4!"70%%09&*<"N &%2 '/<"9,0")&))&*&2"(, !"
newfangled genre with his Eton-acquired erudition, with theoretical prel-
udes and with narrators who treat the reader as intellectual partner, still 
seems harnessed by principle and expectation. In the light cast by Sterne, 
Fielding is systematic, explanatory and overtly methodical. Realizing the 
limitations of the literary convention he adopts and the medium of com-
munication ascribed to it, Sterne refuses to be constrained in any way and 
 '!(&#2"71!&!"3#* 01!"70*5!"07"#*( !( +"&A)*&!! 0'>"B!"#$*&!1%(<", !"'#**#(0*"
*&!0*(!"(0"2002%&!"#'2"#!(&* !.!<"(0"#$-%&'2"07"%#'/1#/&!<"(0"2&!+* )( 0'!"07"
gestures his characters make and to songs they sing when language fails to 
!17D+ &'(%6"#*( +1%#(&"(,01/,("#'2"&50( 0'>

Sterne has Tristram, his narrator, announce that “writing, when prop-
&*%6"5#'#/&2<"O#!"601"5#6"-&"!1*&"P"(, '."5 '&" !Q" !"-1("#$2 77&*&'("'#5&"
70*"+0'3&*!#( 0':"#'2"(,#("'0"9* (&*"9,0".'09!"8(,&"R1!("-01'2#* &!"07"
2&+0*15"#'2"/002"-*&&2 '/<"901%2")*&!15&"(0"(, '."#%%$>$>$>$-1(",#%3&"(, !"
5#((&*" #5 +#-%6:" #'2" %&#3&" !05&(, '/" 70*" , !" *&#2&*" (0"  5#/ '&" OCGSQ>"
Tristram declares also that, provided he follows “along the line of his sto-
*6<T,&"5#6"/0"-#+.9#*2!"#'2"70*9#*2!"#!",&"9 %%:"OUSIQ>

P!" ("'0("#$!,#5&"(0"5#.&"(90"+,#)(&*!"07"9,#(")#!!&2" '"/0 '/"209'"0'&"
)# *"07"!(# *!V"70*"9&"#*&"/0("'0"7#*(,&*"6&("(,#'"(0"(,&"D*!("%#'2 '/<"#'2"
(,&*&"#*&"D7(&&'"50*&"!(&)!"209'"(0"(,&"-0((05W"#'2"70*"#1/,("P".'09<"
#!"56"7#(,&*"#'2"56"1'+%&"X0-6"#*&" '"#$(#%. '/",1501*<"(,&*&"5#6"-&"#!"
many chapters as steps. . . .

The deuce of any other rule have I to govern myself by in this af-
7# *T#'2" 7"P",#2"0'&T#!"P"20"#%%"(, '/!"01("07"#%%"*1%&TP"901%2"(9 !(" ("
#'2"(&#*" ("(0") &+&!<"#'2"(,*09" (" '(0"(,&"D*&"9,&'"P",#2"20'&$>$>$>$OGYGQ

His thoughts are wayward, and so his narration appears to be, subor-
2 '#(&2"#!" ("  !"(0", !" ''&*" 5)1%!&!"*#(,&*"(,#'"(0"#$+0'3&'( 0'#%"+,# '"
07"+#1!&Z&77&+(>"['"+%0!&"&A#5 '#( 0'<",09&3&*<"(,&"'03&%4!"'0(0* 01!"#'-
#*+,6" !"0'%6"!. 'Z2&&)>"@(&*'&4!"5&(#D+( 0'#%"  '!&*( 0'!<" % .&"(,0!&"(,#("
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assert the supremacy of the narrator, reveal sense and structure behind 
+,0))6"+,#0!>"E'2&*"(,&"7#+#2&"07" '+0,&*&'(")%0("#'2"2 !R0 '(&2"2 /*&!-
! 0'"&5&*/&!"#$'#**#(0*"9,0"5#6"9&%%"-&"R03 #%"#'2"+0'3 3 #%<"-1("9,0" !"
in full control of both his slippery narrative and the characters who move 
9 (, '" (T,&%2")*&+ !&%6"% .&")1))&(!"0'"!(* '/!>G 

X,&"'03&%" !"#$D+( ( 01!"#1(0- 0/*#),6"07"(,&"+,#*#+(&*Z'#**#(0*"X* !(*#5"
Shandy who, at the end of his life, revives his long-dead family members and 
7* &'2!" '"#$)*0+&!!"07"'#**#( 0'"#'2"*&R0 +&!" '"(,& *"% (&*#*6"*&!1**&+( 0'>"
B)#*("7*05"\00."]PP<"9,&*&"X* !(*#5"*&+01'(!", !"R01*'&6"(0"N*#'+&<"(,&"
'03&%"+&'(*&!"0'"#$205&!( +",&#*(,<"#$(6) +#%"+01'(*6"/&'(*6",01!&,0%2"9 (,"
its army of family members, friends, acquaintances and servants, and Mr and 
?*!"@,#'26<"9,0"#*&"#("(, !"9, *%)00%4!"+0*&>

[*"#*&"(,&6V" #̂%(&*"@,#'26<"E'+%&"X0-6<"_0*)0*#%"X* 5<" 0̀* +."#'2"
[-#2 #,"+&*(# '%6" #*&>"a#*2%6" #$ +,#)(&*")#!!&!"9 (,01("5&'( 0'"07"0'&"
07" (,&5<" #$ 7&9" 07" (,&5<" 0*" #%%" 07" (,&5>" ?*!" @,#'26<" ,09&3&*<" (,&" 9 7&"
#'2"(,&"50(,&*<"9 (,"(,&"&A+&)( 0'"07"-1("#$7&9"!+&'&!<" !"5&*&%6"#%%12&2"
(0<"20&!"'0(",#3&"#$,0--6Z,0*!&"(,&"9#6"#%%"(,&"0(,&*!"#*01'2",&*"20<"0*"
#$2&D'#-%&")&*!0'#% (6<"0*"#'6" 2 0!6'+*#! &!"& (,&*>"@,&" !"#$!,#209"(,#("
)#!!&!"9 (,01("&3&'"#$D*!("'#5&"#7(&*"!,&"5#** &!<"+&#! '/"(0"-&"8(,&"!# 2"
M% b#-&(,"?0%% '&1A:"#'2"#+L1 * '/"#$'&9" 2&'( (6<"(,&"0'&"!,&" !"*&7&**&2"
to throughout the novel, Mrs Shandy.

P7"(,&"'03&%4!"+,#0!" !"0'%6"!. 'Z2&&)"#'2" '"7#+("+#*&71%%6"5#'#/&2<"
its structure is likewise well organized. The multi-layered plot consists 
07"(,*&&"5#R0*"( 5&Z)%#'&!" '"*&3&*!&"+,*0'0%0/ +#%"0*2&*c"X* !(*#54!"D+-
tional presence, his early childhood, and the account of the history of his 
7#5 %6"9, +,<"7*05"X* !(*#54!")&*!)&+( 3&<"-&%0'/!"(0", !")*&Z'#(#%"!(#/&>"
In the same way, the spatial arrangement of the novel is dimensional too. 
X,&"@,#'26",01!&,0%2"7#%%!" '(0"701*"5#R0*"#*&#!c"(,&")#*%01*<"(,&"1)!(# *!"
bedrooms, the kitchen and the garden. The allotment and circulation of 
+,#*#+(&*!" !"!(* +(%6"*&%#(&2"(0"(,&"(0)0/*#),6"07"(,&",01!&W"!&/*&/#( 0'"
determines their belonging. Walter Shandy, Uncle Toby and his servant 
_0*)0*#%"X* 5<"d#!(0*" 0̀* +." #'2"J0+(0*" @%0)" #*&" #-01(" (,&"0'%6"0'&!"
seen in the parlour, the kitchen is peopled by servants, and the garden is 
where uncle Toby relives the glory of his wartime past.

X, !" !"#%%"3&*6"9&%%<"-1("9,&*&" !"?*!" #̂%(&*"@,#'26"(0"-&"701'2VU

She is most likely to be encountered upstairs, as this is the domain 
of the ladies: Mrs Shandy and her maid Susannah. She is hardly ever to 

G" _05)#*&"e*#f6'#"\6!(62b &g!.#"70*"#"2&(# %&2"#'#%6! !"07"503&5&'("#'2"(,&#(* +#%"
references in Tristram Shandy"OSGhSiQ>

U I would like to thank Dorota Filipczak for drawing my critical attention to the 
character of Mrs Shandy.
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be seen, and never heard in the parlour, with the gentlemen. There is no 
2 !0*2&*" '"@,#'26"a#%%<"'0"#'#*+,6" '"(,&"1'2&*!(#'2 '/"07"0'&4!")%#+&W" '"
comparison with his formal experimentation, Sterne appears surprisingly 
conventional in his determination to keep to the established patriarchal 
pattern of position and power.

X, !"( /,(%6"903&'")#(* #*+,#%")#((&*'"!)&+ D&2"(,#("905&'4!")0! ( 0'"
9#!"2&D'&2"-6"(,& *"!0+ #%%6"8+0'!(* +( 3&:"*0%&!"#!"89 3&!<"50(,&*!<",01!&-
.&&)&*!<"205&!( +"!&*3#'(!<"5# 2&'"#1'(!:"Od0*(&*"UjQ"#'2"-6"(,& *"8*&%#-
( 0'!, )"(0"#$5#':"Oa17(0'"CjQ>"N0*"+&'(1* &!<"M1*0)&#'"), %0!0), +#%"#'2"
(,&0%0/ +#%"(,01/,("9#!"!(&&)&2" '"5 !0/6' !("2&)*&+ #( 0'"07"905&'W"#'-
cient and Christian philosophers belittled woman as an “incomplete man,” 
#!"(,&"89&#.&*"3&!!&%:"O\0/1+.#"CGUQ>"^,&*&"), %0!0),6"#'2"(,&0%0/6"%&2<"
medicine echoed, in line with the ancients. Aristotelian philosophy perceived 
the female as an imperfect man and Galen posited that “the female body was 
0'%6" #$ (1*' '/"  '! 2&"01("07" (,&"5#%&:" O\&** 0(Z@#%3#20*&"UkiQ>"d%#(0" &A-
&*(&2"#$5#% /'" ';1&'+&"9 (,", !"3 &9"07"(,&"905-"#!"#'"#' 5#% !( +"&'( (6"
&A !( '/"  '2&)&'2&'(%6"  '! 2&" (,&" 7&5#%&"-026"O\0/1+.#"CGkQ>"X,&"  5#/&"
07" (, !"2 !(1*- '/%6")09&*71%" 7&5#%&"0*/#'"8#!"#$9#'2&* '/"#' 5#%"9 (, '"
#'"1'!(#-%&"0'&:"/#3&" * !&" (0" #$)&*&'' #%"2&-#(&" #-01("9,&(,&*" #$905#'"
!,01%2"-&"*&/#*2&2"#!"#$(*1%6",15#'"-& '/"O\&** 0(Z@#%3#20*&"UIiQ>"K&'# !-
sance anatomists and doctors perceived the female body as monstrous, as 
animal occasionatum, an accidental creature, and woman as defectus natura-
lis<"=#(1*&4!"5 !(#.&<"#'2"aberratio naturae<"=#(1*&4!"#-&**#( 0'<"#$5 !(#.&'"
+*&#(1*&"O\0/1+.#"CGUQ>

We can detect the reverberations of this approach in Sterne. Trying 
(0"&A)%# '", !"! !(&*Z 'Z%#94!"*&%1+(#'+&"(0"#25 ("#$5#%&"20+(0*"21* '/"2&-
livery and unable to put it politely, Uncle Toby concludes that she “does 
'0("+,00!&"(0"%&("#$5#'"!0"'&#*",&*"llll:"OCGHQ>"@,0+.&2"#(", !"-*0(,&*4!"
ignorance concerning matters of the other sex, Walter Shandy endeavours 
to clarify the basics of female anatomy and so embarks on an almost “dis-
!&+( -%&:")#!!#/&"9, +,"*&3&#%!"-0(,"#$5 !0/6' !( +"0-R&+( D+#( 0'"07"(,&"
7&5#%&"-026"#'2"#$+,#*#+(&* !( +"+0#*!&",1501*>"a&"1*/&!"1'+%&"X0-6"(0"
8#(" %&#!(<".'09"!0"51+,"#!" (,&"* /,("&'2"07"#$905#'"7*05"(,&"9*0'/<:"
#("9, +,"(,&"0%2"-#+,&%0*"DA&!", !"&6&!"1)0'"8#"!5#%%"+*&3 +&<"70*5&2"-6"
#$-#2"R0 '(" '"(,&"+, 5'&6Z) &+&>:"P'"#$(6) +#%%6"@,#'2&#'"5#''&*<" #̂%(&*4!"
divagations remain forever unresolved:

=09<" 7"#$5#'"9#!"(0"! ("209'"+00%%6<"#'2"+0'! 2&*"9 (, '", 5!&%7"(,&"
make, the shape, the construction, come-at-ability, and convenience of 
all the parts which constitute the whole of that animal, called Woman, 

and compare them analogicall6>TOCGChGGQ
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Aristotelian and Platonic thought was so pervasive that over the cen-
turies it resulted in the assertion of not merely the imperfection but also 
the treacherous weirdness, if not viciousness, of femaleness. Sexual di-
50*), !5"*&5# '&2"#$56!(&*6<"#'2" /'0*#'+&"#-01("(,&"!1-!(#'+&"07"(,&"
03#* #'"+6+%&"%&2"(0"(,&"+0'R&+(1*&"(,#("(,&"7&5#%&"(&5)&*#5&'("9#!"(00"
+0%2<"(00"50 !(<"(,1!"+#1! '/"8(,&"5#'4!"!&&2"(0"*0(>:"e#%&'4!"),6! 0%0/6"
7&2" '(0"#$(,&0*6"07"(&5)&*#5&'(!"9, +,"%#-&%%&2"905#'"#!"1'!(#-%&"-6"
'#(1*&>"@+ &'( D+"2&+*&&!")*03&2" 7&*( %&"/*01'2" 70*" !1)&*!( ( 0'<" #'2" !0<"
70%%09 '/"(,&"#'+ &'(!<"#'"1'!,#.#-%&"-&% &7")&*! !(&2"(,#("#$905#'"9#!"
89&#.<" L1 +." (0" #'/&*<" R&#%01!<" #'2" 7#%!&<" 9,&*&#!" 5#'" 9#!" +01*#/&01!<"
R12 + 01!<"2&% -&*#(&<" #'2"&7D+ &'(:" O\&** 0(Z@#%3#20*&"UIGhkQ>"@1+,"- #!"
*&3&*-&*#(&!" '"X* !(*#54!" '! !(&'+&"0'"*&7&** '/"(0"(,&"#23&*!#* &!"07"% 7&"
as “she”: Fortune, “the ungracious Duchess,” answerable for the calami-
ties of life, and Nature, “that death-looking, long-striding scoundrel of 
#$!+#*&Z! ''&*<:"#*&"-0(,"7&5#%&>"E')*&2 +(#-%&<" '&A)% +#-%&<"(,&6"&5-026"
(,&" L1#% ( &!" #!!0+ #(&2" 9 (," #$ (&5)&*#5&'(#%<" 1'/*#!)#-%&<" &3#! 3&" #'2"
therefore perilous femininity. For Walter Shandy, women are still aligned 
9 (,"(,&" **#( 0'#% (6"07"=#(1*&<"!&&'"#!"#$)#*("07<"#!"0'&"9 (,<"(,&"&%&5&'(!<"
8D*&<"9#(&*<"905&'<"9 '2>$>$>$>$mX !"!05&"5 !70*(1'&$>$>$>$(0",#3&"!0"5#'6"
R#** '/" &%&5&'(!" -*&#. '/" %00!&>" B'2" * 2 '/" (* 15),"  '" &3&*6" +0*'&*" 07"
#$/&'(%&5#'4!",01!&:"OGiHQ>

However, any social history gives evidence that such theories on the 
female body dominated European medical discourse only until the late 
!&3&'(&&'(,"+&'(1*6>"?#'6"!01*+&!"+0'D*5"(,#("9 (,"(,&"M'% /,(&'5&'("
+#5&"#$!(&#26"&% 5 '#( 0'"07"(,&"B* !(0(&% #'"56(,"07"(,&" '+05)%&(&"905-
#'"O\0/1+.#"CkU<"\&** 0(Z@#%3#20*&"UIkQ>"X,*01/,01("(,&"%#(&"!&3&'(&&'(,"
and eighteenth centuries female bodies gradually ceased to be perceived 
 '"(&*5!"07"2&D+ &'+6<"#'2<" '"% '&"9 (,"(,&"(&%&0%0/ +#%"+*&20"(,#("8'#(1*&"
does nothing in vain,” were beginning to be examined as distinct entities 
O\&** 0(Z@#%3#20*&"UIjQ>"@0"(,&"&A#5)%&!"L10(&2"#-03&"#*&"07"#$!(#*(% '/%6"
obsolete nature, already anachronistic by the standards of the eighteenth 
+&'(1*6<"#'2" #̂%(&*"@,#'26"#))&#*!"(0"30 +&")*&ZM'% /,(&'5&'(")*&R12 -
+&!"#'2"!&'( 5&'(!>"X,&*&70*&<" 7"(,&"'03&%" !"#$5#!(&*) &+&"07"!1-3&*! 0'<"
#$)%#671%"R0.&")0. '/"71'"#("&3&*60'&<"&3&*6(, '/<" (!&%7" '+%12&2<"+#'"(,&"
)*&!&'(#( 0'"07"?*!"@,#'26"-&"(#.&'"#("7#+&"3#%1&V"P!'4("!,&"#'"0-R&+("07"
contentious scrutiny, and the way she is perceived, her narrative delinea-
( 0'<"#$!#( *&V

The novel was published in an era of unprecedented advancement 
in anatomical research, and Sterne clearly displays awareness of the ani-
mated medical discourse of his time. Dutchman de Graaf had discovered 
#'2"2&!+* -&2"(,&"03#* &!" '"CjSG<"(,1!"#''1%% '/"(,&"%0'/Z,&%2"B* !(0(&-
lian and Hippocratic view that woman was passive in the act of procrea-
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( 0'>"J&"e*##7 4!",6)0(,&! !"/#3&"* !&"(0"0'(0%0/ +#%"2 !+1!! 0'!"#-01("
the so-far unquestionable male supremacy in the sphere of reproduc-
( 0'<" #+.'09%&2/ '/" #$ 905#'4!" *0%&" #!"  (!" 3 (#%" +0'!( (1&'(>" a&*" *0%&"
 '" (,&")*0+&!!"07"/&!(#( 0'"9#!" &%&3#(&2" 7*05" (,#("07" #$ !, )" (0"9, +,"
5&'" -*01/,(" (,& *" 5&*+,#'2 !&" O\&** 0(Z@#%3#20*&" UjIQ>" B23#'+&2" #!"
these seventeenth-century medical discoveries were, many practition-
ers nevertheless determined to adhere to the Hippocratic pre-ovarian 
(90Z!&&2"!6!(&5"9&%%"  '(0"(,&"M'% /,(&'5&'(<"#!!&*( '/"905#'4!")#!-
sivity in accordance with the established divine and political hierarchy 
O\&** 0(Z@#%3#20*&" UjSQ>" J&" e*##7 4!" 2 !+03&*6" 9#!" !00'" +01'(&*-#%-
anced by the discovery of spermatozoids, which in the last decades of 
(,&"!&3&'(&&'(,"+&'(1*6"8*&!(0*&2"5#'4!")*&!( /&"#!"+*&#(0*>:"X, !"(00<"
though initially welcome, soon met with criticism, mainly from physi-
+ #'!"9,0"8+01%2"'0("#++&)("(,#(",15#'. '2"/*&9"7*05"#$. '2"07"90*5:"
O\&** 0(Z@#%3#20*&"UjjQ>"_0'! 2&* '/"(,&"#-03&"7#+(!<"(,&"0)&' '/")#!-
sages of Tristram Shandy"5#6"!,&2"% /,("0'"@(&*'&4!" '30%3&5&'(" '"#'2"
attitude to contemporary medical discourse. The novel famously begins 
9 (," (,&" !+&'&" 07" +0'+&)( 0'<"  '(&**1)(&2" -6" ?*!" @,#'26<" #$ 505&'("
9, +,<"#++0*2 '/"(0",&*",1!-#'24!"(,&0*6<",#2"#$2&3#!(#( '/" 5)#+("0'"
(,& *" !0'4!" 71(1*&" +0'!( (1( 0'<" , !" 8!1++&!!&!" #'2" 5 !+#** #/&!:" OUIQ>"
\6$5&'( 0' '/"(,&"! /' D+#'+&"07"(,&"8,051'+1%1!<:"0*"5 ' #(1*&")&*-
fect human being, which long predates any theory of sperm, Walter, 
speaking through Tristram, shows blatant disregard of the enlightened 
)*#+( ( 0'&*!4" (,&0*6"07" !)&*5#(0b0 2!>"B'2", !" 1'2&*!(#'2 '/"07" (,&"
50(,&*4!" *0%&"  '" (,&" #+(" 07" +0'+&)( 0'" 901%2" #))&#*" (0" 2&50'!(*#(&"
(,#(",&",#!"'0(".&)("1)"(0"!)&&2"9 (,"#$+,#'/&" '"5&2 +#%"2 !+01*!&c",&*"
active role remains unacknowledged, her contribution merely to remain 
mute and receptive, as all the “animal spirits” are believed to be carried 
by the homunculus. Her untimely yet innocent question to make sure 
her husband has wound up the clock is held responsible for scatter-
ing the animal spirits, and consequently for ever remains answerable for 
X* !(*#54!"022 ( &!>"P("!&&5!"(,#("9,&'"E'+%&"X0-6"#'2" #̂%(&*"@,#'26"
!)&#."07"(,&"8 'R1*6:"20'&"(0"X* !(*#5<"5#. '/"(,&"50(,&*4!"2 3&*! 0'#%"
&'L1 *6"(,&"+1%)* ("70*",&*"!0'4!"5 !70*(1'&!<"@(&*'&" !"-& '/")%#671%%6"
ironic about the presumed superior male role in conception. In keeping 
9 (,"(,&"'03&%4!"(0'&<",&"+ (&!"#'2"50+.!"#$5&2 +#%"2 !+01*!&" '"0'&"/0>k 

k" _05)#*&"K0-&*("M>"M* +.!0'4!"#*/15&'(" '"/!,01-$/2'&230,4$(2-,05$+16$%&'$7%,1$
2&$8230,11&,09 1&,)-.$72",2!&$:;1<!15$=2"0%-'>!&5$%&'$+,1-&1?. Erickson, too, notices in-
+0'! !(&'+6" '"@(&*'&4!"2&) +( 0'"07"(,&" '(&*+01*!&"!+&'&W",09&3&*<",&"#((* -1(&!" ("*#(,&*"
(0"#$+,#'/&" '")&*!)&+( 3&"0'"(,&" !!1&"07")%&#!1*&" '" '(&*+01*!&"#'2<"+0'!&L1&'(%6<"0'"
“how to represent the act of human propagation” that took place in midwife manuals 
7*05"(,&"!&3&'(&&'(,"(0"(,&"& /,(&&'(,"+&'(1*6"OGGIQ>
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X,&"&A#5)%&",&"/ 3&!"(0"R1!( 76" #̂%(&*4!"(,&0*6<"X* !(*#54!"1'0*(,020A"
7#*( '/<" !"!0"(* 3 #%"#'2"+*12&"(,#(" ("+#''0("-&"(#.&'"#!"#$%&/ ( 5#(&"*&-
!)0'!&<"-1("#$)#*026 '/<"!1-3&*! 3&"2&+%#*#( 0'"*&3&#% '/"(,&"#-!1*2 (6"
07"%0'/Z,&%2"3 &9!>"?0*&03&*<" (" !"!65)(05#( +"(,#("E'+%&"X0-6"&'R06!"
(,&")* 3 %&/&"07"-& '/" '(*021+&2"(0"(,&"+05)%&A ( &!"07" #̂%(&*4!"(,&0-
ries, most of which concern Tristram, but that his wife, the mother, does 
'0(W"!,&" !")0*(*#6&2"#!"70*"&3&*"*&5# ' '/" '"(,&"2#*.<" /'0*#'("#-01("
(,&"&!!&'+&"07"(,&"/&'(%&5&'4!"*&5#*.!>"@,&" !"2&' &2"#++&!!"(0"(,&"*&#%"
meaning of their argument, yet is evaluated on the basis of her under-
standably incompetent contribution to the discussion.

My Tristram’s misfortunes began nine months before he ever came into the 
world.

T?6"50(,&*<"9,0"9#!" ! (( '/"-6<" %00.&2"1)<T-1(" !,&".'&9"'0"
50*&"(,#'",&*"-#+.! 2&"9,#("56"7#(,&*"5&#'(<T-1("56"1'+%&<"?*"X0-6"
@,#'26<"9,0",#2"-&&'"07(&'"  '70*5&2"07" (,&" #77# *<T1'2&*!(002", 5"
3&*6"9&%%>"OUSQ

In his history of the origins of the English imagination, Peter Ackroyd 
makes an observation about female travellers, among whom one of the 
&#*% &!(" *&+0*2&2"&A#5)%&!"9#!"?#*/&*6"F&5)&<"9,0")#3&2"(,&"9#6"70*"
%#(&*"&5 '&'("(*#3&%%&*!>"a&")*0)0!&!"(,#("(,& *"R01*'&6!"9&*&"871&%%&2"-6"
#(( (12&!"07"2 !+0'(&'("#'2"!&'( 5&'(!"07"&A+%1! 0'W"(,&"0'%6"9#6"(0"&!-
cape the masculine world was, literally, to get away.” The essence of their 
*#5-% '/"!) * (" %#6" '"8(,&"#7D*5#( 0'"07" '2 3 21#% (6"#'2" '2 3 21#%"&A-
)&* &'+&$ >$ >$ >$ #'2" (,& *" 2&! *&" '0(" (0" -&" +,#!(&'&2" 0*" 502 D&2" -6" 5#%&"
preconceptions.” Mary Wollstonecraft and Lady Hester Stanhope, for ex-
ample, both disdained the label of feminine powerlessness, and regarded 
(*#3&%% '/"#!"#$/#(&9#6"(0"#(" %&#!(")#*( #%" % -&*#( 0'>"['&"07"(,&"D*!("#'2"
most renowned literary expressions of this feminine yearning was Chau-
+&*4!"̂  7&"07"\#(,<"3&*-#% b '/"(,&"9 !,"07"905&'"9,0"8%0'/&'$>$>$>$(0"/00'"
0'") %/* 5#/&:" OB+.*062"CiChiGQ>" P'" (, !" % /,(<"?*!" @,#'264!" #((&5)(!"
at breaking away from the masculine web that entangles her at home are 
*&!(* +(&2"#'2")#(,&( +W"(,&"0'%6"R01*'&6"!,&" !"5&'( 0'&2"(0",#3&"5#2&"
 !"(0"(,&")%#+&"!,&"!)&+ D&2"70*"(,&"!1))0!&2"+, %2- *(,>"@,&"9#!" %&/#%%6"
entitled to this right according to the marriage settlement, which stated 
that the very end of pregnancy, six weeks before childbirth, was the only 
( 5&"9,&'"!,&"+01%2"#+("8#!" 7"!,&"9#!"#$femme sole"#'2"1'5#** &2:"OjSQ>"
Considering herself pregnant, Mrs Shandy avails herself of her granted 
* /,(<"2&(&*5 '&!"(0"/0"(0"n0'20'<"#'2"&'R06!"#$-* &7"505&'("07"7*&&205"
to act as an adult, independent individual. However, it turns out that she 
has put her husband to trouble and expense in vain, as this time she is not 
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with child. Returning from London, her husband is “in none of the best of 
5002!<T)!,#9' '/"#'2") !, '/"#%%"(,&"9#6"209'<:"#'2"*&!0%3&!"(,#("'&A("
( 5&",&"9 %%"&A&*+ !&"#$+%#1!&"  '"(,& *"5#** #/&"!&((%&5&'(<"#22&2"0'"(,&"
#23 +&"07"X0-6"@,#'26<"9, +,"!)&+ D&!"(,#("#7(&*"#'"1''&+&!!#*6"R01*'&6"
made upon “false cries and tokens” Mrs Shandy should forfeit the right to 
such expeditions in future. Walter Shandy does not inform his wife of this 
resolution, and of the clause she might have been unaware only until she is 
properly with child. This single attempt of Mrs Shandy to follow her own 
9 %%"&'2!"9 (,"#$,15 % #( '/"2&7&#("9,&'"#1(,0* (#* #'"5#%&")1' !,5&'("
commands her to lie in with her next child in the country to balance her 
,1!-#'24!")*&3 01!"1''&+&!!#*6"&A)&'!&!>

X, !"5&2 (#( 0'"0'"%#+."07")&*!0'#%"% -&*(6<")*&+ !&%6"!)&+ D&2" '"(,&"
marriage settlement, illustrates an essential assumption of the time, name-
ly, that the main purpose of marriage was understood as “the reproduction 
of the species.” Since children represented “the perpetuation of property,” 
#$905#'4!"5# '"*0%&"  '"#21%(" % 7&"9#!"*&21+&2"(0"(,#("07")*0+*&#(0*"#'2"
50(,&*"Oa17(0'"UkhIQW"8!,&"9#!"#'",& *Z)*021+ '/"5#+, '&:"Od0*(&*"kCQ>"
X, !")#!!#/&" !"#%!0"#$% (&*#*6"&A&5)% D+#( 0'"07"(,&"7#+("(,#(<"1'2&*"+05-
50'"%#9<"9 3&!"9&*&"!1-R&+("(0"(,&"9 %%"#'2"2 !)0! ( 0'"07"(,&",1!-#'2>"
Throughout the eighteenth century and beyond, as Sir William Blackstone 
put it, “In marriage husband and wife are one person, and that person is the 
,1!-#'2:"Od0*(&*"UYQ>"P'")0% (&"!0+ &(6"#$905#'4!"8D*!("21(6"9#!"(0"0-&6"
,&*",1!-#'2:Od0*(&*"kUQ>"a&'+&"?*!"@,#'26" !")*&!&'(" '"(,&"'03&%"0'%6"
 '"*&%#( 0'"(0"5#((&*!"+0'+&*' '/",&*"*0%&"#!"X* !(*#54!"50(,&*W",&*"9,0%&"
% 7&<"(,&"/03&*'5&'("07",&*"-026" '+%12&2<" !"(0(#%%6"1'2&*",&*",1!-#'24!"
R1* !2 +( 0'>

Walter Shandy is the one who determines the frequency of their in-
(&*+01*!&>" \& '/" #$ 5&(,02 +#%" 5#'<" ,&" )&*70*5!" (,&" #+(" 0'+&" #$ 50'(,<"
having before performed his other regular responsibility, winding up the 
grandfather clock. There is little spontaneity or pleasure for either spouse. 
Walter Shandy treats the procedure mechanically, approaching the “animal 
5&+,#' !5:"07", !"9 7&"9 (,"R12 + 01!")*&+ ! 0'"OM* +.!0'"GGSQ>"X,&$L1&!-
tion Mrs Shandy asks shows that she too perceives coition in terms of 
#$+0'(*#+(1#%"0-% /#( 0'"!,&" !"-1*2&'&2"9 (,"0'"(,&"D*!("@1'2#6"' /,("07"
every month.

Walter Shandy is the one who determines not only where his wife 
is to lie in but also who is to deliver the baby. Because childbirth is to 
take place in Shandy Hall, Mrs Shandy is benevolently granted the right 
(0"-&"#((&'2&2"-6"#$+01'(*6"5 29 7&<"-1("9,&'")*0-%&5!"&5&*/&<" #̂%(&*"
Shandy intervenes with Doctor Slop, the man-midwife, “a man of science.” 
X,&$!+&'&"-&+05&!"#$(90Z!(0* &2"-#((%&D&%2"70*")09&*"-&(9&&'"(,&"%#2 &!"
upstairs and the gentlemen downstairs, mediated by the servants running 
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(0"#'2"7*0>"\&%09"#*&" #̂%(&*"@,#'26T(,&"5#!(&*<"(,&",1!-#'2<"(,&"+&*&-
-*#%"7#(,&*T#'2"J*"@%0)<"7#5 % #* b&2"9 (,"#%%"(,&"8P5)*03&5&'(!$>$>$>$ '"#%%"
branches of obstetrical knowledge, but particularly in that one single point 
07"(,&"!#7&"#'2"&A)&2 ( 01!"&A(*#+( 0'"07"(,&"70&(1!:"OCIiQ<"9,0" ' ( #%%6"
arrives “unarmed,” without his newly-invented forceps, crotchet, squirt, 
and other “instruments of salvation and deliverance.” Above are Mrs 
Shandy, the wife, the mother in painful labour, undergoing breech delivery, 
+0'D'&2"(0"+01'(*6Z,01!&"+, %2- *(,"#/# '!(",&*"9 %%<"#!! !(&2"-6"(,&"0%2"
5 29 7&>"X,&"!%0)) '&!!"07"J*"@%0)" !"'0("0'%6"( (1%#*W"(,&"+1(!"0'"1'+%&"
X0-64!",#'2!<"(,&"*&!1%("07"2&50'!(*#( 0'"07"(,&"70*+&)!"0'", !"D!(!<"#*&"
#$)0(&'("5&(0'656"70*"?*!"@,#'26"#'2"X* !(*#54!" 'R1* &!>"N0*"50!("07"
the childbirth scene Dr Slop is downstairs, untying the green bag contain-
 '/", !" '!(*15&'(!<"(,&'"2&50'!(*#( '/"(,&5<"(,&'" '"#$2&-#(&"0'"9,&(,&*"
9,#("(,&"5 29 7&"!&&!" !"(,&"+, %24!", )"0*",&#2<"#'2"9,&'",&"D'#%%6"20&!"
/&("1)!(# *!", !"  '&)( (12&"+#1!&!")&*5#'&'("2#5#/&" (0"X* !(*#54!"'0!&>"
He belongs with Walter Shandy and his fellow erudites, glittering their 
exchanges with Latinate diction, and proving completely ineffective in the 
hour of need. After several hours, when cooperation between midwife and 
doctor is indispensable, Susannah reports that:

>">">"56")00*"5 !(*&!!" !"*&#26"(0"7# '(<T#'2",&*")# '!"#*&"/0'&<T#'2"(,&"
2*0)!"#*&"20'&<T#'2"(,&"-0((%&"07" R1%#)"  !"-*0.&<T#'2"(,&"'1*!&",#!"
+1(",&*"#*5<TO#'2"P<"56"(,15-<"+* &2"J*"@%0)Q"#'2"(,&"+, %2" !"9,&*&"
 ("9#!$ >$ >$ >$#'2"(,&"5 29 7&",#!"7#%%&'"-#+.9#*2!"1)0'"(,&"&2/&"07"(,&"
7&'2&*<"#'2"-*1 !&2",&*", )"#!"-%#+."#!"601*",#($>$>$>$OCiIQ

and Dr Slop is summoned upstairs. Tension between him and the midwife 
-&+05&!")#%)#-%&W"#%%",&",#!"(0"!#6" !"(,#(" ("901%2"-&")*0)&*" 7"!,&"+#5&"
209'!(# *!>"X,&"9,0%&" '+ 2&'(" !"#$2&50'!(*#( 0'"07")09&*c")*07&!! 0'#%<"
of doctor over midwife, but also patriarchal, of man over woman, result-
ing in neglect of the woman in labour. Here, Sterne is winking at the con-
; +("-&(9&&'"(,&"(*#2 ( 0'#%"#))*0#+,"07"7&5#%&"5 29 3&!<"*&%6 '/"#%50!("
solely on their experience and “their innate and uniquely feminine mastery 
07"m(01+, '/<4:"#'2"(,&"'&9"),&'05&'0'"07"5#%&"5 29 3&!<"&L1 ))&2"9 (,"
(,&"70*+&)!"2&! /'&2"-6"J*"@5&%% &<"#$+0'(*03&*!6"(,#("*#/&2"#*01'2"(,&"
time of Tristram Shandy4!")1-% +#( 0'"OM* +.!0'"GCGQ>"X,&"!&+0'2",#%7"07"
the eighteenth century certainly saw improvements in obstetrics, such as 
#'"#23#'+&5&'("07"3&*! 0'<"(,#(" !<"(1*' '/"(,&" '7#'(4!"-026" '"(,&"905-"
!0"(,#("  ("+05&!"01(")*&7&*#-%6",&#2<"0*"#(" %&#!("-*&&+,<"D*!("O@(0'&$IiQ>"
Dr Slop demonstrates unpardonable ignorance on this matter when he bla-
(#'(%6"2&+%#*&!"8d!,#9o"B"+, %24!",&#2" !"'#(1*#%%6"#!"!07("#!"(,&")#)"07"#'"
#))%&$>$>$>$#'2"-&! 2&!<"P"+01%2",#3&"&A(*#+(&2"-6"(,&"7&&("#7(&*:"OCiYQ>"N0*"
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#̂%(&*"@,#'26<"(00<"(,&"1)!(# *!"-&2*005<"!&*3 '/"#!"2&% 3&*6"9#*2<" !"#$8/#*-
* !0'$>$>$>$ '"(,&"51( '6"#'2"+0'71! 0':"OCiIQ>"a&" !")*&0++1) &2"9 (,"(,&"
unobstructed delivery of his child, ensuring intactness of its main organs, 
that is, its brain and genitals. He summons all the best philosophers, “of all 
ages and climates,” to go against Nature and “the nonsensical method of 
bringing us into the world by that part foremost.” Therefore, for the sake 
07"#30 2 '/"(,&"870*+&"07"(,&"905#'4!"&770*(!<"9, +,<" '"!(*0'/"%#-01*")# '!<"
9#!"&L1#%$>$>$>$(0"#$9& /,("07"kSH")01'2!"#3&*21)0 !&"#+( '/")&*)&'2 +1%#*%6:"
1)0'"(,&"-0'&!"07"#$+, %24!"+*#' 15<"+#1! '/"8,#30+"#'2"2&!(*1+( 0':"(0"(,&"
8 'D' (&%6"D'&"#'2"(&'2&*"(&A(1*&"07"(,&"+&*&-&%%15<:",&"9#'(!", !"+, %2"(0"
be delivered by Caesarean section or, at least, have it turned “topsy-turvy” 
to be extracted by the feet, so that “instead of the cerebrum being propelled 
towards the cerebellum, the cerebellum, on the contrary, was propelled sim-
)%6" (09#*2!" (,&" +&*&-*15" 9,&*&"  (" +01%2" 20" '0" 5#''&*" 07" ,1*(:" OCjIQ>"
X,&$9,0%&"+,#)(&*" !"#-!1*2<"6&(" ("!&*3&!"#!"#$)&*7&+("&A#5)%&"07"@,#'2&#'"
convoluted logic. Both Dr Slop with his army of tools and Walter Shandy 
9 (,", !"), %0!0),&*!" #'2"/0--%&26/00." #*&"  '" #$'0Z9 '")0! ( 0'" & (,&*"
with the forces of Nature and Fate, or with the directorial narrator, who 
makes them marionettes for satire. They lose against the silent, upstairs 
)*&!&'+&"07"(,&"81)* /,(<"50(,&*%6<"'0(#-%&<"/002"0%2"-026"07"#$5 29 7&<:"
#$8905#'"07"7&9"90*2!:"9,0!&"0'%6"(00%!"9&*&"8#"% ((%&")%# '"/002"!&'!&:"
#'2"5#'6"6&#*!4"&A)&* &'+&"OkChkGQ>I

Walter Shandy is the one who determines the way their son is to be 
educated. Philosophers are summoned to provide ample evidence that 
8(,&"077!)* '/$>$>$>$ !"'0("!0"1'2&*"(,&")09&*"#'2"R1* !2 +( 0'"07"(,&"moth-
er.:"B'2"&3&'"(,01/," 0̀* +."0-R&+(!c"8\1("(,&"*&#!0'$>$ >$ >$&L1#%%6",0%2!"
good for her,” Walter Shandy retorts: “She is under authority herself ” 
OUYUQ>"X,1!<"  '" % '&"9 (,"-00.Z90'")*&+&)("#'2"+0'3&'( 0'<" (,&" 7#(,&*"
embarks on the production of Tristra-paedia, the system of education for 
his son. The speed at which this work is composed also illustrates Tris-
(*#54!"'#**#( 3&"L1#'2#* &!"#-01("2 !!0'#'+&"-&(9&&'"(,&")#!!#/&"07"*&#%"
#'2"D+( ( 01!"( 5&>"B/# '" #̂%(&*"@,#'264!")*0+&21*#%"#))*0#+,"-&+05&!"

I" ['&"+0'(&5)0*#*6"!+,0%#*"&A)*&!!&!"#$!(#'+&" '"#$5#''&*"9, +,"!&&5!"(0"*&3&*-&-
*#(&"9 (,"(,&!&"CYth century debates, elevating men midwives over old-fashioned unequipped 
7&5#%&!>"a&"#((* -1(&!"(,&"7#+("(,#("#$, /,"+, %2"50*(#% (6"*#(&"#-#(&2" '"(,&"5 2ZCYth cen-
tury to positive changes in the medical profession, who “at last began to take the problem 
!&* 01!%6>:"B!"#$+0'!&L1&'+&<"85#%&"5 29 3&!"#))&#*&2<"9,0")0!!&!!&2"!(*0'/&*",#'2!"#'2"
9,0") 0'&&*&2"(90"&A(*&5&%6" 5)0*(#'("(&+,' +#%"#23#'+&!$>$>$>$3&*! 0'$>$>$>$#'2"(,&"!%09"
2&3&%0)5&'("07"&7D+ &'("70*+&)!<"(,&"1!&"07"9, +,"901%2"&A(*#+("(,&" '7#'("9 (,01(". %% '/"
 (" '"(,&")*0+&!!:"O@(0'&"IiQ>"d0*(&*"!&&5!"(0"#))*0#+,"(,&")*0-%&5"50*&"0)&'Z5 '2&2%6<"
and while, too, paying attention to the fact that “traditional female midwives were chal-
lenged by the fancy new male accoucheur, armed with forceps,” he also notes that “forceps, 
 7"2 *(6<"0*"+%15! %6",#'2&2<"2 2"50*&",#*5"(,#'"/002:"OGikQ>
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his own snare: the pace of his writing is slower than the passage of time, 
#'2" #!" #$ +0'!&L1&'+&" X* !(*#5" +#''0(" -&'&D(" 7*05" , !" 7#(,&*4!" &21+#-
tional designs but is “all that time totally neglected and abandoned” to 
, !"50(,&*"OUjYQ>"@(&*'&" !"!)&#. '/" '"#'"#/&"(,#("9 ('&!!&2"#'"#(( (12&"
+,#'/&" (0" 7#5 % #%" &50( 0'W" 50*&" 03&*(" #77&+( 0'" -&(9&&'" !)01!&!" #'2"
between mother and child are noted in the late eighteenth century. A new 
quality of mothering, especially in the infant and toddler stage, was com-
ing into vogue (Porter, Stone). When Tristram talks about being “aban-
doned” to his mother, again we are in the realm of irony: he mimics and 
parodies the sentiments of his father, who time and time again champions 
(,&"!( %%Z)*&3# % '/"5 !0/6' !(" ';&A - % (6>

Walter Shandy is also the one who determines when their son is ex-
)&+(&2" (0" +,#'/&" 7*05" 8, !" 3&!(" #'2" (1' +!:"  '(0" 50*&" -06Z% .&" /&#*T
8-*&&+,&!>:"X,&"+0'3&*!#( 0'"-&(9&&'"(,&"!)01!&!",&*&" !"#$7#*+ +#%"&'#+(-
ment of expected female subservience: 

T &̂" !,01%2" -&/ '" (0" (, '.<" ?*!" @,#'26<" 07" )1(( '/" (, !" -06"  '(0"
-*&&+,&!>T

&̂"!,01%2"!0<T!# 2"56"50(,&*>T &̂"2&7&*" (<"56"2&#*<"L10(,"56"
7#(,&*<"!,#5&71%%6>T

P"(, '."9&"20<"?*"@,#'26<T!# 2"56"50(,&*>$>$>$>$
TX,&6"!,01%2"-&"07"%&#(,&*<"!# 2"56"7#(,&*>$>$>$>$
They will last him, said my mother, the longest.
\1(",&"+#'",#3&"'0"% ' '/!"(0"m&5<"*&)% &2"56"7#(,&*>T
He cannot, said my mother.
‘Twere better to have them of fustian, quoth my father.
=0(, '/"+#'"-&"-&((&*<"L10(,"56"50(,&*>"T">">">
P"#5"*&!0%3&2<",09&3&*<"L10(,"56"7#(,&*<$>$>$>$,&"!,#%%",#3&"'0")0+.-

&(!" '"(,&5>T
TX,&*&" !"'0"0++#! 0'"70*"#'6<"!# 2"56"50(,&*>TOkGGhGUQ

M3&'"(,01/,"#$2#*.Z#/&"3 &9"0'"7&5#%&"),6! 0%0/6"9#!"!9&)("#9#6"-6"
the Enlightenment, pessimism about female rationality remained openly 
voiced. Intellectual inferiority continued to be perceived as the stamp of 
femininity. Walter Shandy thinks and acts according to his maxims: “‘That 
women are timid:’"B'2"m( !"3&*6"9&%%"(,&6"#*&T&%!&"(,&*&"901%2"-&"'0"2&#%-
 '/"9 (,"(,&5:"OIjkQ> Mrs Shandy becomes what women are expected to 
-&"#'2"+0'( '1&"(0"-&"70*"/&'&*#( 0'!"(0"+05&<"8)*#+( +#%%6$>$>$>$+05)%&(&-
%6"  '! /' D+#'($ >$ >$ >$  '" *&#%" % 7&"!,&"+01%2",#*2%6"*&#2<"+01%2",#*2%6"!)&%%<"
#'2"9#!" (,&")*0)&*(6"07",&*",1!-#'2:" O 0̂0%7" UYQ>"a&*" ( 5 2"3 &9!" #*&"
8L1&'+,&2" '"(,&";002"07", !"3 &9!:"O 0̂0%7"YUQ>

X,&*&"#*&"505&'(!<",09&3&*<"9,&'" #̂%(&*"@,#'26"D'2!", !"9 7&4!" '-
ability to voice her own opinion debilitating.
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P("9#!"#$+0'!15 '/"3&A#( 0'"(0"56"7#(,&*"(,#("56"50(,&*"'&3&*"#!.&2"
(,&"5&#' '/"07"#$(, '/"!,&"2 2"'0("1'2&*!(#'2>

X,#("!,&"  !"'0("#$905#'"07"!+ &'+&<"56"7#(,&*"901%2"!#6T !",&*"
5 !70*(1'&T-1("!,&"5 /,("#!."#$L1&!( 0'>

?6"50(,&*"'&3&*"2 2>TP'"!,0*(<"!,&"9&'("01("07"(,&"90*%2"#("%#!("
without knowing whether it turned -!)&'5$or stood still>T?6"7#(,&*",#2"
07D+ 01!%6"(0%2",&*"#-03&"#$(,01!#'2"( 5&!"9, +,"9#6" ("9#!<T-1("!,&"
#%9#6!"70*/0(>"OkIGQ

Both Mr and Mrs Shandy are ensnared here: she is not as limited as 
Tristram depicts her, nor as brainless as her husband believes. He, despite 
(,&"#+L1 *&2"&A)&+(#( 0'!"07"9,#("#$9 7&"!,01%2"-&<"%0'/!"70*"#'" '(&%%&+(1#%"
+05)#' 0'"#'2" !" ** (#(&2"-6"9,#(",&")&*+& 3&!"#!", !"9 7&4!" '(&%%&+(1#%"
limitation.

=09"!,&",#2"#$9#6$>$>$>$#'2"(,#("9#!"'&3&*"(0"*&71!&",&*"#!!&'("#'2"+0'-
sent to any proposition my father laid before her, merely because she did 
not understand it, or had no ideas to the principal word or term of art, 
upon which the tenet or proposition rolled. . . .

X, !"9#!"(,&"&(&*'#%"!01*+&"07"5 !&*6"(0"56"7#(,&*$>$>$>$OIYkQ

Both Mr and Mrs Shandy fall prey to convention and gender-ascribed 
expectation, telling him to subordinate her legally, intellectually and emo-
tionally, telling her to be subservient. They perform their correct gender 
*0%&!"(,*01/,01(c",&"!&&!"#$-*# '%&!!",& *Z)*021+ '/",01!&9 7&" '",&*<"!,&"
%&#*'!"L1 +.%6"#$! 5)%&"5#* (#%"(*1(,<"(,&"0'&"(,#("p#'&"B1!(&'"9 %%"!00'"
#)(%6"3&*-#% b&c"8 5-&+ % (6" '"7&5#%&!" !"#$/*&#("&',#'+&5&'("07"(,& *")&*-
sonal charms,” as men desire nothing “more in woman than ignorance” 
OB1!(&'"SCQ>

The eighteenth century, which embraces Tristram Shandy, was an age 
07")#*#20A&!>"n0+.&" #7D*5&2" (,#("5#'" #'2"9 7&" 70*5"#$ 8+0'R1/#%" !0+ -
&(6:"-6"#$ 830%1'(#*6"+0'(*#+(<:"6&(",#3&"2 77&*&'(" 81'2&*!(#'2 '/!:" #'2"
“wills.” Therefore, since it is “necessary that the last determination, i.e. the 
*1%&<"!,01%2"-&")%#+&2"!05&9,&*&<" ("'#(1*#%%6"7#%%!"(0"(,&"5#'4!"!,#*&<"#!"
(,&"#-%&*"#'2"(,&"!(*0'/&*:"On0+.&Q>"a !"8+0'R1/#%"!0+ &(6:"5#6"-&"*&#2"
#!" +0'R1/#%" !1-0*2 '#( 0'" O+7>"n&"J0&177"CYSQ>"\1("n0+.&"0'"&21+#( 0'"
was much more egalitarian, more so than Rousseau for example, and he 
advocated that education for girls should be fundamentally the same as 
70*"-06!>"@#51&%"p0,'!0'"(00>"['"(,&"0'&",#'2",&"!# 2c"8@ *<"#$905#'4!"
)*&#+, '/" !"% .&"#$20/4!"9#%. '/"0'", !", '2"%&/!>"P(" !"'0("20'&"9&%%W"-1("
601" #*&" !1*)* b&2" (0"D'2"  (" 20'&" #(" #%%>:"\1("0'" (,&"0(,&*",#'2<" ,&" #*-
gued for better education for women, better conditions of living for the 
underprivileged ones, and criticized social constraints which drove them 
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to prostitution (JohnsonQ>"P'"(,&"5 2ZCSIH!",&"2&+%#*&2"(,#(c"8P'"70*5&*"
times, the pen, like the sword, was considered as consigned by nature to 
the hands of men.” But the eighteenth century saw more harbingers of 
feminine creativity in literature (for example, the Fair Triumvirate of Wit: 
Behn, Manley, Haywood), rousing Johnson to conclude that “the revolu-
( 0'"07"6&#*!",#!"'09")*021+&2"#$/&'&*#( 0'"07"B5#b0'!"07"(,&")&'<"9,0"
9 (,"(,&"!) * ("07"(,& *")*&2&+&!!0*!",#3&"!&("(,&"5#!+1% '&"(6*#''6"#("2&D-
#'+&:"OB+.*062"UjUQ>"M3&'"(,01/,"(,&!&"30 +&!"!01'2"!,0("(,*01/,"9 (,"
2 +(#(0* #%"-&' /' (6<"-09 '/"(0"!&/*&/#( 0'"#'2")*&R12 +&"+0'+&*' '/"(,&"
87# *"!&A<:"#'2"&3&'"(,01/,"905#'"07(&'"*&5# '!"#'"0-R&+(" '"(, !"5#!-
+1% '&"2 !+01*!&<"(,&6"#%!0"*&3&#%"#$/*#21#%"!, 7("(#. '/")%#+&" '"(,&"5#%&Z
dominated Age of Reason.

P'"n0+.&4!"@A!$@-1%,2>1>$!<$B!C1-&D1&,5"n&"J0&177"D'2!"8(,&"D/1*&"07"
905&'"*&!)0'! -%&"70*"(,& *"09'"!1-R&+( 0'<:"9, +,"*&!1%(!"7*05"(,&" 2&#"
(,#("(,&",1!-#'24!" '(&%%&+(1#%"!1)&* 0* (6"/*#'(!", 5")09&*" '"(,&"7#5 %6>"
@ '+&"5#** #/&" '"n0+.&4!"1'2&*!(#'2 '/" !"-#!&2"0'"+0'!&'(<"8#$905#'4!"
5#** #/&#- % (6"  !" R12/&2"-6"(,&"+0'!&'("!,&"/ 3&!"(0"205 '#( 0'"-6"5#%&"
intellectual superiority.” In other words it was “necessary for woman to 
,#3&"#$2 5 ' !,&2" '(&%%&+(<"(0")%#+&",&*!&%7"01(! 2&"*&#!0'"#'2"(0"*&+0/' b&"
#$ 5#!+1% '&" +,#*#+(&*"  '" &3&*6" 5&'(#%" )*021+(:" On&" J0&177" CYYQ>" X, !"
+&*(# '%6" !"(,&"9#6"@(&*'&"2&% '&#(&!"?*!"@,#'26W"(,&"5#%&",01!&,0%2"!,&"
 ',#- (!")&*+& 3&!",&*"#!"#$+,#*#+(&*"807"'0"2&&)"*&#2 '/<:"#!"8'0("#$905#'"
07" !+ &'+&>:"\1("! '+&" #̂%(&*"@,#'264!"-00. !,'&!!"#'2"), %0!0), b '/"  !"
parodied throughout, so too is his perception of his spouse and the whole 
“female lot.” His arrogance and ineffectiveness go hand in hand with his 
impotent, impractical, unnatural theories, which also include those relating 
to females, and consequently to the distribution of power in the family. 
_0'!&'( '/"(0"#$905#'"901%2<" '", !"0) ' 0'<"8 '7#%% -%6"(,*09"#$-#%#'+&"
of power, too great already, into the weaker vessels of the gentry,” and since 
they already have many other “usurped rights,” in the end it would “prove 
fatal to the monarchical system of domestic government established in the 
D*!("+*&#( 0'"07"(, '/!"-6"e02>:"?*"@,#'26"#230+#(&!"8)#(&*'#%")09&*:"#'2"
/* &3&!"03&*"(,&"7#+("(,#("70*"#$+&'(1*6" (",#!"-&&'"/*#21#%%6"82&/&'&*#( '/"
 '(0"#$5 A&2"/03&*'5&'(:"9, +,"8!&%205")*021+&2"#'6"(, '/$>$>$>$-1("!0**09"
#'2"+0'71! 0':"OSIQ>"B'#%6b '/"#'0(,&*"5#'4!"-&,#3 01*<"(90",1'2*&2"6&#*!"
%#(&*<"] */ ' #" 0̂0%7"9 %%"+055&'("0'"!1+,"#'"#(( (12&c"8a&" !")*0(&!( '/"
#/# '!("(,&"&L1#% (6"07"(,&"0(,&*"!&A"-6"#!!&*( '/", !"09'"!1)&* 0* (6:"OYUQ>

_0**&!)0'2 '/%6<" ?*!" @,#'264!" 09'" 1'2&*!(#'2 '/" 07" +05)1%!0*6"
21( 71%"7&5#%&"8 5-&+ % (6:" !"'0("(0"-&"(#.&'"#("7#+&"3#%1&>"P7"@(&*'&<"#$70*-
mally audacious writer, chooses to present any character with narrative 
* / 2 (6<"!1!)&'2&2"% .&"#$)1))&(<"1',&#*2<",#*2%6"!&&'<"8,#%3&2<:"(,#("+,#*-
#+(&*"+&*(# '%6" !"?*!"@,#'26>"B!"#$5#** &2"905#'"?*!"@,#'26"#/*&&!"(0"
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place herself outside reason and decision. But to compensate, she develops 
survival strategies. When her husband fusses after their unnecessary and 
+0!(%6"(* )"(0"n0'20'T9, +,"9#!",&*"#((&5)("(0"&A&*+ !&"#1(,0* (6"03&*"
,&*"09'"-026<" 7"0'%6"70*"#$7&9"9&&.!T!,&"!&&5!"(0",#3&"%&#*'(",&*"%&!-
son: subdued, she yields and resolves “to sit down quietly, and make the 
50!("07" (:"OSCQ>"a#3 '/"#+(&2"#/# '!("(,&"2&! /'!"07",&*",1!-#'2<"!,&"!0"
&A)0!&!",&*!&%7"(0", !",1501*!<"3&A#( 0'!<"2 !L1 &("#'2"7*&(( '/T9, +,<"
as she complains to Uncle Toby, “would have tired out the patience of any 
;&!,"#% 3&:"OSHQT(,#("!,&"*&!0%3&!"(0"#30 2"#'6"!1+,"+0550( 0'" '"71(1*&>"
^,&'"X* !(*#5"*&+01'(!", !"7#5 %64!"/*#'2"(01*"(,*01/,"N*#'+&<",&"5&'-
tions that he is accompanied exclusively by male companions: the father, 
Uncle Toby, Trim and Obadiah. All of the family go, except the mother. 
a&*"0!(&'! -%&"*&#!0'"70*"!(#6 '/"-&, '2" !"(0"D' !,".' (( '/",&*",1!-#'2"
8#")# *"07"%#*/&"90*!(&2"-*&&+,&!TO(,&"(, '/" !"+0550'"!&'!&QT#'2"!,&"
'0("+#* '/"(0"-&")1("01("07",&*"9#6:"OkYiQ>"\1("(, !"+#'"-&"!&&'"#!"#'"#+("
07"7*&&"9 %%"1'2&*"+03&*"07"5#* (#%"21(6<"#$)&+1% #*"!1-3&*! 0'"07"(,&" 2&#"
07"#$R01*'&6<"#$R01*'&6<"!0"(0"!)&#.<"9 (, '",&*"09'",01!&,0%2<"9,&*&"70*"
#$7&9"9&&.!"!,&"5#6"&A&*+ !&"1'(*#55&%%&2")09&*"#'2"  ',#- (",&*"09'"
downstairs parlour, otherwise the domain of the gentlemen.

Other literary works of the period can be read as similar, though often 
unintentional, commentaries on inequality of the sexes and its consequenc-
&!" '"(,&"205&!( +"!),&*&"07"% 7&>"̂ 0%%!(0'&+*#7("2&30(&!"#$9,0%&"+,#)(&*"07"
E$F2&'2"%,2!&$!<$,01$=230,>$!<$G!D%& to such writers who “have rendered 
905&'"0-R&+(!"07") (6<"-0*2&* '/"0'"+0'(&5)(:"OCIHQ>"X, !"+#'"-&<"#("%&#!("
partly, attributed to what Adrienne Rich called “the omnipresent patriar-
+,#%"- #!:"OkHQ>"P(",1!,&2"905&'<"2&' &2"(,&5"#++&!!"(0"&21+#( 0'"#'2<"#!"

0̂%%!(0'&+*#7("*&+0/' b&2<"!#+* D+&2"(,& *")0(&'( #%"(0"8% -&*( '&"'0( 0'!"
of beauty” and instead offered them petty accomplishments, employment 
“contract[ing] their faculties” to such domestic activities as needlework, 
&5-*0 2&*6"0*")#*%01*"51! +"OCkSQ>"X,1!"K +,#*2!0'T)*0-#-%6" '!) *&2"
by the circle of women with whom he surrounded himself, called “the fe-
male senate”T&'209!"(,&"&)0'6501!"d#5&%#"#'2",&*"-&'&7#+(0*<"n#26"
B, with outstanding erudition, but when this otherwise outspoken Pamela 
#/*&&!"(0"5#**6"?*"\<"!,&" !"5#2&"(0"+05)%6"9 (,"(,&"kY"*1%&!")*0)0!&2"
-6", 5<"!1+,"#!c"8G>"X,#("P"51!("(, '.", !"J !)%&#!1*&"(,&",&#3 &!("(, '/"
(,#("+#'"-&7#%%"5&q>"j>"X,#("P"51!("-&#*"9 (,", 5<"&3&'"9,&'"P"D'2", 5"
 '"(,&"9*0'/:"OK +,#*2!0'"kkYQ>"@50%%&(("5#.&!"(,&"7&5#%&"+,#*#+(&*!"07"
his H)DI0-.$ *2&#1-$#'" %% (&*#(&"X#- (,#"\*#5-%&"#'2"#$'# 3&"#'2"!1)&*D-
cial Lydia, her niece, whereas the gentlemen, Matthew and Jerry, are both 
Oxonians, sophisticated and observant letter-writers.

Women were schooled in reticence. Mrs Shandy chooses to be silent. 
\1(" !'4(",&*"! %&'+&"#$5#' 7&!(#( 0'"07"9 !205" '"#$,01!&,0%2"&'3&%0)&2" '"
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#$)%&(,0*#"07"3&*-#%"'0'!&'!&<"30*#+ 01!"70*"(,&0*&( +#%"!)&+1%#( 0'<"*1%&2"
-6"#$5#'"9,0"-* '/!"#-!(*1!&"#*/15&'(#( 0'"(0"(,&"5#* (#%"-&2*005V"P7"
(,&"'03&%"  !" )#*026" #'2" !#( *&<"?*" @,#'26T(,&"50!("01(!)0.&'"07"  (!"
characters, “a philosopher in grain, speculative, systematical,” together 
9 (," , !" ! '/%&Z5 '2&2" 01(%00.!" #'2" 5&+,#' +#%" !&AZ+0'!+ 01!'&!!T !"
certainly its target. What seeps into Tristram Shandy" !"#$!1-(%&"!1//&!( 0'"
(,#("#'" 2&#%"!(#'+&" !"#$-%&'2<"#'"&L1 % -* 15"07"5#%&"#'2"7&5#%&"&%&5&'(!<"
#$(*1%6"85#%&Z905#'%6"5 '2<:"#'2"90*%2<"(0"&A(&'2"] */ ' #" 0̂0%7 4!")*0-
posal. This is achieved by the ability of the male narrator to divulge his 
“female” sentimentality, understood here as an ability to love and feel 
70*", !"+,#*#+(&*!<"2 !)%#6"#$,15#'&"1'2&*!(#'2 '/"07"&#+,"07"(,& *"  2 -
osyncrasies, notice trivial details about their demeanour and incorporate 
(,&5"#!"&!!&'( #%"7#+(0*!"9, +,"+0'!( (1(&"(,&5"#!",15#'"-& '/!T#"L1#%-
ity which allowed Woolf to classify Sterne as an androgynous writer, to-
/&(,&*"9 (,"@,#.&!)&#*&<"_0%&* 2/&"#'2"F&#(!"OYIQ>"B-03&"#%%<",09&3&*<"
this male-female amalgam is traceable in the delineation of Uncle Toby, 
the most memorable and likeable character, the one who is remembered 
-6"X* !(*#5"(0",#3&",#2"7&5#%&"!&'! ( 3 (6"#'2"8(,&"502&!(6"07"#$905#'>:"
Praising Uncle Toby, Tristram avails himself of the opportunity to ad-
2*&!!"(,&"8?#2#5:"*&#2&*"#'2"&%&3#(&"8X,#("7&5#%&"' +&(6$>$>$>$#'2" '9#*2"
cleanliness of mind and fancy, in your sex, which makes you so much the 
#9&"07"01*!:"OiHQ>

Analyzing Tristram Shandy"#!"#$? 29 7&"\00.<"M* +.!0'"+05&!"(0"(,&"
+0'+%1! 0'"(,#("70*"X* !(*#5<"(,&"'#**#(0*<"8 0̂5#'"#'2"(,&"7&5 ' '&" !"#$7#*"
50*&"+05)% +#(&2"#'2")*0-%&5#( +#%"!1-R&+("(,#'"70*", !"7#(,&*:"OGHkQ>"X,&"
interpretative key to Mrs Shandy is certainly not to be found in her hus-
band, fogged as he is by Platonic philosophy, mechanical reason and ill-in-
formed convention. Tristram-the-narrator narrates his mother the way his 
7#(,&*")&*+& 3&2",&*>"\1("X* !(*#5Z(,&Z+,#*#+(&*"!&&!"905&'"9 (,"#$201-%&"
perspective which encompasses not only the troubled vision of his own 
50(,&*<"#$9 7&<"#$905#'"9&2"(0"#'2"( &2"-6",&*"!0+ #%")0! ( 0'<"-1("#%!0"
, !"09'"*&;&+( 0'<"1'(# '(&2"-6"5#* (#%"&A)&* &'+&<", !"09'" 2&#"07"!0+ #%%6"
unrestrained, potent femininity which inscribes the universe. This encom-
passes his images of other womenTlike his great Aunt Dinah, who married 
#$+0#+,5#'<"0*", !"2&#*<"2&#*"p&''6"9,0"8%00.!"#(",&*"01(! 2&:"9,&*&#!",&<"
X* !(*#5<"8#(",&*" 'h>"a09" !" (")0!! -%&"9&"!,01%2"#/*&&"#-01(",&*"3#%1&V:"
OUSIQTbut also his uneasy vision of the essences of the universe, often 
)&*!0' D&2"#!"7&5#%&>"=#(1*&" !"'0("0'%6"#$8!+01'2*&%"07"#$!+#*&Z! ''&*:"-1("
is also praised for making “everything so well to answer its destination.” It 
“seldom, or never errs, unless for pastime, in giving such forms and apti-
tudes to whatever passes through her hands.” Creative power, digression, 
Fancy, Wit, Pleasantry: in Sterne they are all feminine in nature.
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Uncle Toby is the character whom Nature “formed of the best and 
D'&!("+%#6T,#2"(&5)&*&2" ("9 (,",&*"09'"5 %.<"#'2"-*&#(,&2" '(0" ("(,&"
!9&&(&!("!) * (:"OIiSQ>"a&" !"(,&"0'&"9,0")*07&!!&!"#$(*1%6",15#'&"3 ! 0'<"
*&(# ' '/"#$)&*+&)( 3&'&!!" #̂%(&*"20&!"'0(",#3&>"  ̂(,"=#(1*&<"9,#(&3&*"
creature she models “you are sure to have the thing you wanted,” yet, it 
remains forever inexplicable why she should “so eternally bungle it, as she 
20&!<" '"5#. '/"!0"! 5)%&"#$(, '/"#!"#$5#** &2"5#':"OIijQ>

Who are you, Mr Walter Shandy, Aberratio naturaeV
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